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 .  .D-matroids are set systems M s E, F for a finite set E and B / F : P E
which may be characterized by some variant of the Greedy algorithm for solving
optimization problems. This paper is devoted to the examination of the particular
subclass of D-matroids induced by simple graphs. It is shown that these D-matroids
are representable over fields of any characteristic and that weightings defined on
the edge set and with values in some linearly ordered abelian group give rise to
valuated D-matroids; these may also be characterized by some different variant of
the Greedy algorithm. Moreover, the structure of the Tutte group of D-matroids
induced by graphs is completely determined. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
In 1987 Bouchet introduced the concept of a D-matroid obtained by
 w xsome weakening of the basis exchange axiom for a matroid cf. B1 ; for
w x.another approach via metroids see BDH, DH . Representability problems
w x w xfor D-matroids are studied in B2, BD, W2, W3 , while in B3 it is shown
that the set of the matchable subsets of the vertex set V of a simple graph
 .G is the system of feasible sets of some D-matroid M G defined on V.D
Moreover, for a given function w g R V a} not necessarily
 .perfect}matching M in G is constructed maximizing w x , where x
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runs through all vertices of V belonging to some edge in M. This
w xoptimization problem had also been considered in BP .
 .The purpose of the present paper is to study the D-matroids M GD
 .more thoroughly. We show that for any simple graph G s V, K with n
 .edges and for any field K the D-matroid M G is representable over theD
 .polynomial field K X , . . . , X by some skew symmetric matrix and that1 n
any mapping defined on the edge set K with values in some linearly
 .ordered abelian group G, ? , - gives rise to some valuated D-matroid with
 w x.values in G see also W2, W3 . Therefore, the optimization problem to
 4.find a matching M maximizing  w i, j may be solved by applying i, j.g M
w x the optimization procedure developed in DW4 therein only valuations
 .with value group R, q, - have been considered, but the optimization
procedure described there plainly extends to any other linearly ordered
 .abelian group G, ? , - ; note, however, that by proving the converse}
namely that valuated D-matroids are characterized by this optimization
w x  .procedure}in DW4 the fact that R, q, - is not a discrete group was
. w xused . The optimization problem studied in B3, BP as described above
turns out to be a special case of the problem just mentioned.
 .Moreover, we compute the Tutte groups of the D-matroids M G .D
w xOriginally introduced for ordinary matroids in DW1 , the concept of Tutte
groups proved itself to be a mighty and fruitful tool within the algebraic
theory of matroids and projective geometries, ruling in particular the
 wrepresentability problems for these structures see, for instance, DW1,
x.DW2, DW3, K1, K2 . Since the representation theories of matroids and
D-matroids show many comparable aspects, the notion of the Tutte groups
w xhas been extended to even D-matroids in W4 .
Technically the paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we recall the
basic concepts of D-matroids with and without coefficients in a fuzzy ring
and the definition of the Tutte group of an even D-matroid. Although for
our purposes we only have to study representability of D-matroids over
fields, we preferred to use the concept of a D-matroid with coefficients in a
fuzzy ring, because it unifies D-matroids representable by skew symmetric
 w x.matrices and valuated D-matroids see W3 . In Section 2 we study
 .representation problems and valuations of the D-matroids M G , therebyD
using Pfaffian forms of skew symmetric matrices and some identity con-
w xcerning Pfaffians proved in W2, DW6 , which is very similar to the
Grassmann]Plucker identity for determinants. Finally, in Section 3È
the structure of the Tutte groups of these D-matroids is completely
determined.
It is worthwhile to note that our methods to examine graphs by using
Pfaffians are also important within quite other contexts. In particular,
w x w xGessel and Viennot GV , Desainte-Catherine DC1, DC2 and Stembridge
w xS have studied some technique for enumerating various classes of plane
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partitions. They interpret large classes of plane partitions as configurations
of nonintersecting paths in a digraph and show that the number of r-tuples
of nonintersecting paths in which the initial andror the terminal vertices
of the paths are allowed to vary over specified regions of the digraph can
often be expressed as a determinant or a Pfaffian. Therefore we hope that
to study plane partitions the concept of a D-matroid might be useful.
1. D-MATROIDS AND THEIR TUTTE GROUPS
In this section we recall the concept of a D-matroid}with and without
coefficients}and the concept of the Tutte groups. In what follows we
always assume that E is some finite set.1
 .  .  .1.1 DEFINITION. Assume B / F : P E . Then the pair M s E, F
is called a D-matroid, if the following symmetric exchange axiom is satisfied.
 .  .  .SEA For F , F g F and e g F D F [ F j F _ F l F there1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 4exists some f g F D F with F D e, f g F.1 2 1
F is called the system of free or feasible subsets of M. A D-matroid
 .M s E, F is said to be e¨en, if for all F , F g F one has aF '1 2 1
aF mod 2.2
In this paper we shall only be concerned with even D-matroids. We have
the following.
 .  .1.2 PROPOSITION. Assume M s E, F is a D-matroid. Then the follow-
ing three statements are equi¨ alent:
 .i The D-matroid M is e¨en.
 .  .  4ii For F , F g F and e g F D F there exists some f g F D F _ e1 2 1 2 1 2
 4with F D e, f g F.1
 .iii M satisfies the following strong exchange condition:
 .  .For F , F g F and e g F D F [ F j F _ F l F there exists1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  4  4  4some f g F D F _ e with F D e, f g F and F D e, f g F.1 2 1 2
w xProof. This is Theorem 2 in W1 .
 .Note that for a matroid M s E, B with B as its set of bases, M is
also an even D-matroid with B as its feasible sets.
 w x.Next we recall the definition of fuzzy rings cf. D , which serve as
coefficient domains for matroids and even D-matroids.
1  < 4Most of the considerations in Section 1 hold for infinite E and F : I ; E aI - ` , too.
However, by studying matchings in graphs we only need finite D-matroids.
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 .  .1.3 DEFINITION. A fuzzy ring K s K, q, ? , « , K consists of a set K0
together with two compositions,
 .``q'': K = K ª K, k , l ¬ k q l and
 .``?'': K = K ª K, k , l ¬ k ? l,
a specified element « g K and a specified subset K ; K such that the0
following axioms hold:
 .  .  .FR0 K, q and K, ? are abelian semigroups with neutral ele-
ments 0 and 1, respectively;
 .FR1 0 ? k s 0 for all k g K ;
 .  .FR2 a ? k q k s a ? k q a ? k for all k , k g K and all1 2 1 2 1 2
U U  < 4a g K , where K [ a g K 1 g a ? K denotes the group of units in
K ;
 . 2FR3 « s 1;
 .FR4 K q K : K , K ? K : K , 0 g K , and 1 f K ;0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 . UFR5 for all a g K one has: 1 q a g K m a s « ;0
 .FR6 k , k , l , l g K and k q l , k q l g K implies k ? k q1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 0 1 2
« ? l ? l g K ;1 2 0
 .  .FR7 k , k , l, k g K and k q l ? k q k g K implies k q1 2 1 2 0
l ? k q l ? k g K .1 2 0
 .  .  .  .Remarks. i FR4 , FR5 , and FR7 imply k q « ? k g K for all0
k g K.
 .  . Uii FR4 immediately yields K l K s B.0
 .  .  .  .iii FR2 , FR4 , and FR5 imply
 X. UFR5 for all a , b g K one has: a q b g K m b s « ? a .0
 .  .EXAMPLES. i The commutative rings R s R, q, ? with 1 g R are
 .  .in a canonical correspondence to exactly those fuzzy rings K, q, ? , « , K0
 4for which K s 0 . In this case we have necessarily « s y1.0
 . U  4ii A fuzzy ring K is a field if and only if K s K _ 0 .
 . Uiii If K is a fuzzy ring and if U F K is a subgroup of its group of
units, then we can form the quotient fuzzy ring
U UKrU [ P K , q, ? , « ? U, P K , .  . .0
 .U where P K denotes the non-empty U-invariant subsets of K i.e.,
 .U .T g P K if and only if U ? T s T / B , which are added and multiplied
as complexes, namely,
<Ç ÇT q T [ k q k k g T , k g T , 41 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
 .Uand where P K denotes those U-invariant subsets T : K with T l K0 0
 .U/ B. Moreover, let L s KrrU denote the smallest subset of P K
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U  4 Çcontaining k ? U for all k g K j 0 and satisfying L q L : L. Then
UKrrU [ L, q, ? , « ? U, L l P K . .0
is also a fuzzy ring.
 .  .iv As a special case of iii we shall now construct an appropriate
domain of coefficients for valuated matroids and valuated D-matroids.
 .  .Assume that G s G, ? , - is a linearly ordered abelian group; that is,
 .  .G, ? is an abelian group, G, - is totally ordered, and for all a , b , g g G
one has
a - b m ag - bg .
 .Further, let K be the field of formal power series on G, ? , - over the
rationals. Its elements are of the shape x s  x ? tg with rationalg g G g
 .  < 4numbers x and anti-well-ordered support s x [ g g G x / 0 ; cf.g g
w x 2PC, II, Section 5 . Then the degree
x ¬ max s x if x / 0 . . 4d : K ª G j 0 :  0 ¬ 0
 .is a surjective nonarchimedean valuation of K ; that is, for all x, y g K
we have3
d x s 0 m x s 0, .
d xy s d x ? d y , .  .  .
d x q y F max d x , d y . 4 .  .  .
y1 .Let U [ d 1 be the group of units of d and consider the fuzzy ringd
K [ KrrU .G d
U  .Since K rU is isomorphic to G via xU ¬ d x , we may identify thed d
group of units of K with G. Since G is torsion free, we have « s 1.G
Moreover, by definition, the valuation ring A s U q U and its multiplesd d d
 .  .xA s xU q xU s g q g lie in K , where d x s g . Thus by thed d d G 0
arithmetic in the valuation ring A and in its quotient field K we obtaind
< 4  4K s 0 j G j g q g g g G ,G
< 4  4K s 0 j g q g g g G , .G 0
2 We follow the notations of Priess-Crampe's book on ordered structures. Readers used to
formal power series with well-ordered support may switch to the dual ordering on G,
replacing ``max'' by ``min'' etc.
3Here}of course}0 ? a s a ? 0 s 0 and 0 - a for all a g G.
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and we get the following addition and multiplication tables in K , whereG
a , b g G and a - b in case of addition:
q 0 a b a q a b q b
0 0 a b a q a b q b
a a a q a b a q a b q b
b b b b q b b b q b
a q a a q a a q a b a q a b q b
b q b b q b b q b b q b b q b b q b
? 0 b b q b
0 0 0 0
a 0 ab ab q ab
a q a 0 ab q ab ab q ab
Now we are able to recall the concept of a D-matroid with coefficients.
 .  .1.4 DEFINITION. Assume K s K, q, ? , « , K is a fuzzy ring and0
 .  . U  4E, - is a totally ordered, finite set. A map p: P E ª K j 0 is a
twisted Pfaffian map, if the following axioms hold:
 .  .TP0 There exists some I : E with p I / 0.0 0
 .  .  .TP1 For all I , I : E with p I / 0 and p I / 0 one has1 2 1 2
aI ' aI mod 2.1 2
 .  4TP2 If I , I : E and I D I s i , . . . , i with i - i - ??? - i ,1 2 1 2 1 k 1 2 k
then one has
k
j« ? p I D i ? p I D i g K . 4  4 .  . 1 j 2 j 0
js1
 . U  4Two twisted Pfaffian maps p , p : P E ª K j 0 are called equi¨ a-1 2
U  .lent, if there exists some k g K such that for all I : E one has p I s1
 .  .k ? p I . A twisted Pfaffian map p is called a Pfaffian map, if p B s 1.2
A D-matroid M defined on E and with coefficients in K consists of an
 . U  4equivalence class of twisted Pfaffian maps p: P E ª K j 0 . We write
also M s M for any twisted Pfaffian map p defining M.p
 .A subset F : E is called free or feasible in M, if p F / 0 holds for one
and thus for all twisted Pfaffian maps p with M s M .p
 .Remarks. i If F is the set of feasible subsets of a D-matroid M s Mp
 y1 U ..with coefficients in some fuzzy ring K, then the pair M [ E, p K s
 .  .E, F is an even D-matroid defined on E. Indeed, axiom TP2 trivially
implies the strong exchange condition. We call M the underlying D-matroid
of M s M .p
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 . w xii In W3, Proposition 2.15 it is shown that for a given even
 .D-matroid M s E, F and a given fuzzy ring K the existence of some
 . U  4 y1 U .twisted Pfaffian map p: P E ª K j 0 with p K s F does not
depend on the chosen total ordering - of E. However, the twisted
Pfaffian maps as such clearly depend on - .
 .  41.5 EXAMPLE. Assume K is a field, n g N, E s 1, . . . , n , and let -
 .denote the usual order on E. Suppose M s E, F is a D-matroid defined
on E. M is said to be representable over K by some skew-symmetric
 .matrix A s a with entries in K, if there exists some I : E suchi j i, jg E 0
that
<F D I [ F D I F g F 40 0
< Xs I : E A [ a is nonsingular \ F A , .  . 4i , j i , jgI
 . w x wwhere a is considered to be nonsingular B2, Section 4 . In W3,i j i, jgB
x  .Theorem 2.9 it is shown that a D-matroid E, F is representable over K
 .by some skew-symmetric matrix if and only if E, F is the underlying
 .D-matroid of M for some twisted Pfaffian map p: P E ª K. This resultp
 .is a consequence of the fact that the map p: P E ª K defined in terms
 .  . .of the Pfaffian form Pf; that is, p I [ Pf a for I : E, is ai j i, jg I
Pfaffian map. In particular, p satisfies
k
jy1 ? p I D i ? p I D i s 0 4  4 .  .  . 1 j 2 j
js1
 4 wfor I , I : E, I D I s i , . . . , i , i - ??? - i . For a proof see W2,1 2 1 2 1 k 1 k
x w xProposition 2.3 or DW6 . The values of the map p can be computed by
the following rules:
 .For aI ' 1 mod 2 put p I [ 0.
 4For a subset I s i , . . . , i of E with i - ??? - i consider the1 2 m 1 2 m
set P of all partitions p of I into m disjoint subsets of cardinality two and
for p g P let s s s denote the unique permutation of S withp 2 m
p s i , i , i , i , . . . , i , i , 4  4  4 4s 1. s 2. s 3. s 4. s 2 my1. s 2 m.
s 1 - s 3 - ??? - s 2m y 1 , .  .  .
s 1 - s 2 , s 3 - s 4 , . . . , s 2m y 1 - s 2m . .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .Put sign p [ sign s , where}of course}in case I s B we takep
 .sign B s 1. Then we have
p I [ sign p a . .  .  nm
 4n , m gppgP
n-m
 .In particular, we obtain p B s 1.
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As a further important example of D-matroids with coefficients we want
w xto study valuated D-matroids, which were already introduced in DW4 in
connection with some sort of Greedy algorithm.
 .  .1.6 DEFINITION. Assume G s G, ? , - is a linearly ordered abelian
group. A ¨aluated D-matroid defined on some finite set E and with values
 .  4in G consists of an equivalence class of maps ¨ : P E ª G j 0 satisfying
the axioms
 .  .VD 0 There exists some I : E with ¨ I / 0,0 0
 .  .  .VD 1 For all I , I : E with ¨ I / 0 / ¨ I one has aI '1 2 1 2 1
aI mod 2,2
 .  .  .VD 2 For I , I : E with ¨ I / 0 / ¨ I and e g I D I there1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  4  .  .   4.exists some f g I D I _ e with ¨ I ? ¨ I F ¨ I D e, f ?1 2 1 2 1
  4.¨ I D e, f ,2
 .  4where two such maps ¨ , ¨ : P E ª G j 0 are equivalent, if there1 2
 .  .exists some a g G with ¨ I s a ? ¨ I for all I : E. The preimage1 2
y1 .¨ G is the system of feasible sets of the valuated D-matroid.
 .  .It follows from Example 1.5 and Definition 1.6 , that for every
 .skew-symmetric matrix A s a with coefficients in some field Ki j i, jg E
 4which carries a nonarchimedean valuation ¨ : K ª G j 0 , the pair
 .E, ¨ (det constitutes an example of a valuated D-matroid. More pre-
cisely, for I : E we take
¨ (det I [ ¨ det a , .  .  . . /i j i , jgI
 . . wwhere}of course} ¨ (det B s 1. For more details see also W3,
xProposition 2.12 .
 .  .As already announced in Example iv following Definition 1.3 we have
 .  .1.7 PROPOSITION. Assume G, ? , - is a linearly ordered abelian group
 .  4and E is some finite set. Then a map ¨ : P E ª G j 0 defines a ¨aluated
D-matroid with ¨alues in G s K* , if and only if ¨ defines a D-matroid withG
coefficients in the fuzzy ring K .G
w xProof. This is W3, Proposition 2.14 and follows easily from the addi-
tion table in K .G
In the next section we shall study valuated D-matroids which are
induced by weightings on the set of edges of some graph.
In the rest of this section we recall the concept of the Tutte groups of an
even D-matroid and point out its connections to D-matroids with coeffi-
cients. First we specify the concept of the base graph. In what follows we
 .assume that M s E, F is an even D-matroid.
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 .1.8 DEFINITION. The base graph G of M is the simple graph with FM
as its set of vertices and
< 4K G [ F , F : F a F D F s 2 4 .  .M 1 2 1 2
as its set of edges.
As it follows easily from the characterization of even D-matroids given
 .in Proposition 1.2ii , the base graph G is connected and the metric dM
induced by the graph on its set F of vertices satisfies
1d F , F s ? a F D F for all F , F g F . .  .1 2 1 2 1 22
w xFor more details see W4, Section 1 .
 .  .  X X..  2 .21.9 DEFINITION. A double pair L s A, B , A , B g F is
 X X4called a couple in the base graph G , if a A, B, A , B s 4 and if thereM
exist a , a g A D AX with a / a such that1 2 1 2
 4 X X  4B s A D a , a , B s A D a , a .1 2 1 2
  4.  X X  4..A couple L s A, A D a , a , A , A D a , a in G is called degener-1 2 1 2 M
 4  X.  4ate, if there exists some i g 1, 2 such that for all a g A D A _ a , a1 2
one has
 4 X  4A D a , a f F or A D a , a f F .i i
 .  4  <EXAMPLES. i Assume E s 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and F s F : E aF '
4   4.   4..0 mod 2 . Then the double pair B, 1, 2 , E, E _ 1, 2 is a couple in GM
which is not degenerate.
 .  4  <  44ii Assume E s 1, 2, 3, 4 and F s F : E aF s 2, F / 2, 3 .
 4  4.  4  4..Then the double pair 1, 2 , 1, 3 , 3, 4 , 2, 4 is a degenerate couple
in G .M
In what follows we fix some total order - on E.
 . w F x1.10 DEFINITION. Let F denote the free abelian group generated byM
 4the symbols « and X for B g F. For A, B g F with A D B s a, b ,B
a - b, put
 4 aeg Al B < a- e- b4« A , B [ « . .
Let K w F x denote the subgroup of F w F x generated by « 2 and by all elementsM M
of the shape
y1  4 X Xy1  X X 4X ? X ? « A , B ? X ? X ? « A , B .  .A B A B
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 .  X X.. w F xfor degenerate couples L s A, B , A , B in G . Then the group TM M
is defined by
T w F x [ F w F xrK w F x .M M M
If n : F w F x ª T w F x is the canonical epimorphism, then we putM M
« [ n « , .M
 4  4  4 2.« A , B [ n « A , B for A , B g F , .  . .M
T [ n X for B g F . .B B
Let b : T w F x ª Z denote the obviously well-defined epimorphism given byM
b « [ 0, b T [ 1 for B g F . .  .M B
Then the subgroup T [ Ker b of T w F x is called the Tutte group of M.M M
 .Remarks. i The following sequence of abelian groups is exact
b
w F x0 ª T ª T ª Z ª 0.M M
In particular, one has
T w F x ( T = Z.M M
Therefore the structure of T is known if the structure of T w F x has beenM M
computed and vice versa.
 . w xii In W4, Section 2 the group T as well as several related groupsM
have been defined also in terms of generators and relations. It turned out
that the structures of all these groups do not depend on the chosen total
order - on E.
The next result relates a D-matroid with coefficients with its Tutte
group.
 .1.11 PROPOSITION. Assume M s M is a D-matroid with coefficients inp
 .  y1 U ..  .the fuzzy ring K defined on E, - and with M s E, p K s E, F as
its underlying D-matroid. Write F w F x [ F w F x, T w F x [ T w F x, and « [ « .M M M M M M
Then we ha¨e
 . w F x Ui The homomorphism a : F ª K defined byp M
a « [ « , a X [ p F for F g F .  .  .p p F
induces a homomorphism w : T w F x ª KU.p M
 .ii If « / 1 in K, then one has « / 1.M
 .iii If M is representable o¨er some field F with char F / 2 by a
skew-symmetric matrix, then one has « / 1.M
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 . w x  .Proof. i is W4, Proposition 5.3 . ii is an immediate consequence of
 .  .  .  .i ; and in view of Example 1.5 , claim iii is a special case of ii .
We close this section relating valuated D-matroids with their Tutte
groups.
 .  .1.12 PROPOSITION. Assume G s G, ? , - is a linearly ordered abelian
 .  4group and ¨ : P E ª G j 0 defines a ¨aluated D-matroid M s M with¨
¨alues in G. Then the map a : F w F x ª G gi¨ en byM
a « [ 1, a X [ ¨ F for F g F s ¨y1 G .  .  .  .F
induces a homomorphism w : T w F x ª G.M
 .Proof. In view of Proposition 1.7 this result is just a special case of
 .Proposition 1.11i . However, for the convenience of the reader, we shall
give a direct proof, since, on the one hand, in the case of valuated
D-matroids, the proof is a bit simpler, and, on the other hand, valuated
D-matroids are of importance in this paper.
 w F x.  4  2 . 2We have to show that a K s 1 . Clearly, one has a « s 1 s 1.M
 .  X X..Now assume that A, B , A , B is a degenerate couple in the base
 .graph G [ G of M. In view of a « s 1 we have to show thatM M
a X ? Xy1 ? X X ? X Xy1 s 1. .A B A B
 . X  4By Definition 1.9 there exist elements a, b g A D A with B s A D a, b
X X  4 X  X.  4and B s A D a, b such that for all a g A D A _ a, b one has
 X 4 X  X 4A D a, a f F or A D a, a f F .
 .  X .   X4.  X  X4.Therefore, one has 0 - ¨ A ? ¨ A , but 0 s ¨ A D a, a ? ¨ A D a, a
X  X.  4  .for all elements a g A D A _ a, b . By VD 2 this is possible only if
X  4 X  4 X¨ A ? ¨ A F ¨ A D a, b ? ¨ A D a, b s ¨ B ? ¨ B . .  .  .  . .  .
 .  X X..Since B, A , B , A is a degenerate couple in G , too, the sameM
argument as above yields
¨ B ? ¨ BX F ¨ A ? ¨ AX . .  .  .  .
Thus we obtain
y1 y1X Xy1 y1
X Xa X ? X ? X ? X s ¨ A ? ¨ B ? ¨ A ? ¨ B s 1, .  .  .  . .A B A B
as claimed.
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2. GRAPHICAL D-MATROIDS ARISING
FROM MATCHINGS
 .  .In what follows let G s V, K be a finite simple graph, where the set
V .K of edges of G is considered to be a subset of . Recall that a perfect2
matching of G is a subset M of K such that each vertex of G occurs
exactly in one member of M. For any subset F of the set of vertices V of
 . w xG let M F be the set of perfect matchings of the induced subgraph G F .
w x  . Following B3 , we call F a matchable set of G, if M F / B note that
 .  4 .M B s B / B .
 .  w x.2.1 PROPOSITION Bouchet B3 . If F is the set of matchable sets of a
 .  .  .simple graph G s V, K , then M G [ V, F is an e¨en D-matroid.D
w xProof. See B3, Theorem 2.1
 .We call M G the graphical D-matroid associated to G. Clearly, if G isD
 .the complete graph on V, then M G is the free even D-matroid over V;D
 < 4  .that is, F s F : V aF ' 0 mod 2 , but in general M G has a moreD
complex structure.
 .To interpret M G as a D-matroid with coefficients, we fix some totalD
ordering - of V and associate a sign to each perfect matching M of each
 4matchable set I of G by the following rule. For I s i , i , . . . , i with1 2 2 m
 .i - i - ??? - i and M g M I , we consider that permutation s g S1 2 2 m 2 m
with
 4  4  44M s i , i , i , i , . . . , i , i ,s 1. s 2. s 3. s 4. s 2 my1. s 2 m.
 .  .  .s 1 - s 3 - ??? - s 2m y 1 ,
 .  .s 2k y 1 - s 2k for all k s 1, . . . , m,
 .  .  . and put sign M [ sign s ; for I s B we put sign B s 1 compare with
.Example 1.5 .
 .  .2.2 THEOREM. Let G s V, K be a simple graph, let G be the free
 .abelian group generated by K, and let K be any field. Then M G is aD
 ..D-matroid with coefficients in the field L s K G of formal power series on
G o¨er K.
Proof. First note, that any free abelian group admits a total ordering
 w x.making it an ordered group cf., say PC, I, Section 4, Satz 7 . Fix such an
 ..order - of G and consider the field L s K G of formal power series
 . gon G, ? , - over K. Its elements are of the shape x s  x ? t withg g G g
 .  < 4 wx g K and anti-well-ordered support s x [ g g G x / 0 ; cf. PC, II,g g
x 4Section 5 .
4 Note, that the order of G might have nothing to do with the fixed total ordering of V.
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 .We now define a Pfaffian map p: P V ª L by the following rules
 .recall that we have chosen a total ordering - of V above :
p I [ 0, if I : V is not matchable, .
p I [ sign M t i , j4 , if I : V is matchable .  . 
 4i , j gM .MgM I
 .here, an empty product  ??? is considered to equal 1 . Immedi-i, j4g f
 .ately from Example 1.5 we see that p is a Pfaffian map. It remains to
show that the feasible subsets of M are exactly the matchable sets of G.p
 .Therefore we have to check that p I / 0 for all matchable I : V. But
 4this is clear, since G is the free abelian group generated by the i, j g K.
 .  .  .2.3 COROLLARY. Let G s V, K be a simple graph, and let M s M GD
be its D-matroid. Then M is representable o¨er fields of any characteristic. In
particular, the order of « in T equals 2.M M
 .Note, that the skew-symmetric matrix A s a corresponding toi j i, jg V
 .the above realization of M G over L is given byD
¡ i , j4  4t , if i , j g K and i - j,
i , j4~a [  4yt , if i , j g K and j - i ,i j ¢  40, if i , j f K.
 .In particular, M G is a restriction of the even D-matroid belonging toD
the symplectic vector space LV with form matrix A. Further, identifying
i, j4  .each t with X , one easily sees that representing M G it suffices toi, j4 D
 4consider the subfield of L generated by the X , i, j g K, that is, thei, j4
 <  4 .polynomial field K X i, j g K , the quotient field of the polynomiali, j4
w <  4 xring K X i, j g K . Hence we have the following.i, j4
 .  .2.4 COROLLARY. Let G s V, K be a simple graph, and let K be any
field. Then the Pfaffian map p defined by
p I [ 0, if I : V is not matchable, .
p I [ sign M X , if I : V is matchable, .  .  i , j4
 4i , j gM .MgM I
 .  <  4 .makes M G a D-matroid with coefficients in the field K X i, j g K .D i, j4
Note, that relations between perfect matchings of a graph G, on the one
hand, and determinants and Pfaffians of certain matrices with coefficients
 <  4 .in K X i, j g K , on the other hand, are already well studied; cf., ini, j4
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w xparticular, LP, Theorem 8.2.3; LP, Section 8.3 . However, our interpreta-
tion of these relations within the frame of D-matroids with coefficients
 w x.relying on the identity concerning Pfaffians cf. W2, DW6 is essentially
new.
 4  .Further note that the degree ­ : L ª G j 0 , defined by ­ x [
  ..  .max s x for x / 0 and ­ 0 [ 0, is a nonarchimedean valuation defined
 w x.on L cf. PC, II, Section 5 , fulfilling
i , j4  4­ t s i , j g G  /
 4  4i , j gM i , j gM
for any perfect matching M. Since these products differ for distinct
matchings M, by the principle of domination we find for any matchable
I : V, I / B,
i , j4  4¨ I [ ­ p I s ­ sign M t s i , j , .  .  . .    /
 4  4i , j gM i , j gM .MgM I 0
 .  4  4where M g M I fulfills  i, j )  i, j for all M g0 i, j4g M i, j4g M0
 .  4  .M I _ M . In view of Definition 1.6 , we therefore obtain the following.0
 .  .  .2.5 COROLLARY. Let G s V, K be a simple graph, and let G, ? , -
be a linearly ordered, free abelian group generated by K. Then the mapping
 .  4¨ : P V ª G j 0 defined by
¨ I [ 0, if I : V is not matchable, .
< 4¨ I [ max i , j M g M I , if I : V is matchable, .  . 5
 4i , j gM
 .is a ¨aluation of the D-matroid M G . It further fulfillsD
¨ I s ¨ I X / 0 « I s I X for all I , I X : V . .  .
 .  . X2.6 PROPOSITION. Let G s V, K be a simple graph and let w: K ª G
 X .be any mapping into a linearly ordered abelian group G , ? , - . Then, by the
rules
w I [ 0, if I : V is not matchable, .
< 4w I [ max w i , j M g M I , if I : V is matchable, .  . . 5
 4i , j gM
 . X  4  .w extends to a ¨aluation w: P V ª G j 0 of the D-matroid M G .D
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 . YProof. Let G and ¨ be defined as in 2.5 , and let G be the subgroup
X  .of G generated by w K . Since G is the free abelian group generated by
Y  4.  4.K, there exists an epimorphism w : G ª G such that w i, j s w i, j
 4 w x for all i, j g K. In view of PC, I, Section 2, Lemma 1 cf. also the proof
w x. Yof PC, I, Section 4, Satz 17 , the ordering of G can be lifted to an
 .ordering of G making it a linearly ordered group such that w is order-
 .preserving. Now, w [ w (¨ is the required valuation of M G .D
 .Note, that 2.6 means that any weighting w on the set of edges of
 .  .  w x.G s V, K extends to a valuation of M G cf. also LP, Exercise 8.3.9 .D
In particular, the optimization problem to find the vertex set of a}not
 4.necessarily perfect}matching M of G maximizing  w i, j mayi, j4g M
w xbe solved by applying the optimization procedure as developed in DW4 ,
 .which characterizes real- valuated D-matroids. A feasible subset F of V
 .maximizing w F may be constructed as follows, where n [ aV.
begin
put F [ B, E [ V0 0
for i [ 1 to n do
begin
choose x g E arbitrarilyi iy1
  4  4.   4  4.choose y g E with w F D x D y G w F D x D yi iy1 iy1 i i iy1 i
for all y g Eiy1
 4  4  4put F [ F D x D y , E [ E _ yi iy1 i i i iy1 i
end
put F [ Fn
end.
 w x.  w x.Balas and Pulleyblank cf. BP and Bouchet cf. B3 have considered the
following somewhat different optimization problem: For w g RV find a
 .  .feasible subset X : V maximizing w X [  w x . This problem mayx g X
be solved by the Greedy algorithm characterization of D-matroids estab-
w x  w x.lished in B1 see also B3 . It is essentially different from the algorithm
described above; however, note that the second optimization problem is a
V X 4. w i.qw j.special case of the first one: If w g R just take w i, j [ 2 for
 4any edge i, j g K. Some}eventually possible}unification of most of the
variations of the ordinary Greedy algorithm deserves further study.
3. THE TUTTE GROUPS OF GRAPHICAL D-MATROIDS
In this section we completely determine the structure of the groups T w F xM
 .  .for M s M G for any simple graph G. In what follows assume thatD
 .  4G s V, K is a simple graph with vertex set V s 1, . . . , n and K / B.
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 <  4 .Let K denote some field and take F [ K X i, j g K to be thei, j4
polynomial field over K with aK indeterminates. For 1 F i - j F n put
 4X , if i , j g K,i , j4Y [i , j4  0, otherwise.
 .  .By Theorem 2.2 and its Corollary 2.4 we know already that the map
 .p : P V ª F defined by0
p I [ Pf Y .  . /0 i , j4 i , jgI , i-j
 .defines a D-matroid with coefficients in F and with M G as its underly-D
ing D-matroid.
y1 U .Let F s p F denote the system of feasible subsets of the graphical0
 . w F xD-matroid M [ M G . To compute the structure of T we have toD M
consider certain partitions of the feasible sets F. Note that a set F : V
with aF s 2 is feasible, if and only if F is an edge of G.
 . X Y X3.1 DEFINITION. Assume F g F and F , F g F satisfying F / B /
FY, FX l FY s B, and F s FX j FY. Then the partition F s FX j FY is
called a matching partition of F, if the following condition holds:
If F s D F is a partition of F with F g F and aF s 2 for alln g I n n n
 . X Yn g I I some index set , then any F is contained either in F or in F .n
Note that by definition a set F g F admits a matching partition only if
aF G 4. The figures below illustrate matching partitions F s FX j FY with
 4 < X Y4K l e, f e g F , f g F / B. The thin lines are precisely the forbid-
den edges, that is, the edges which do not occur in any perfect matching of
w xG F . The thick lines denote the allowed edges, i.e., the edges which lie in
w x  .some perfect matching of G F Fig. 1 .
Next we prove the following.
 . X Y3.2 PROPOSITION. Assume F g F and F s F j F is a matching parti-
X Y  4  4tion of F. Then there exist a, b g F and c, d g F with a, b g F, c, d g F
  4  4.   4..such that the double pair F _ a, b, c, d , F _ a, b , F, F _ c, d is a
 .degenerate couple in the base graph G of M G .M D
Proof. We distinguish between two cases.
X Y  4Case 1. For all e g F and f g F one has e, f f F. In this case we
X Y  4 X  4choose some a, b g F and c, d g F with a, b g F, F _ a, b g F,
 4 Y  4  X Y .c, d g F and F _ c, d g F this works, since F and F are matchable .
 4 X YBy assumption we have F _ u, ¨ f F for all u g F and all ¨ g F ,
 X  4.  Y  4.  .because a F _ u ' a F _ ¨ ' 1 mod 2. Thus Definition 1.9 im-
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FIGURE 1.
  4  4.   4..plies that the double pair F _ a, b, c, d , F _ a, b , F, F _ c, d is a
degenerate couple in G .M
X Y  4Case 2. There exist b g F and c g F with b, c g F. Now choose
X Y  4 X  4  4a g F and d g F with a, b g F, F _ a, b g F, c, d g F and
Y  4  X Y .F _ c, d g F this works, since F and F are matchable . For the rest of
this proof, we may assume that a - b - c - d with respect to the usual
 4  .order on V s 1, . . . , n ; note that the validity of Proposition 3.2 does not
.  .depend on the labeling of the vertices of G . Since p : P V ª F is a0
 .  4Pfaffian map, we get in view of Example 1.5 with I [ F _ a and1
 4I [ F _ b, c, d2
 4  4  4p F ? p F _ a, b , c, d y p F _ a, b ? p F _ c, d .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
 4  4q p F _ a, c ? p F _ b , d .  .0 0
 4  4y p F _ a, d ? p F _ b , c s 0. I . .  .0 0
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 4   4.We have F _ b, c f F and therefore p F _ b, c s 0, since otherwise0
X Y  4F s F j F would not be a matching partition in the face of b, c g F.
 4  4Thus, the result follows once it is shown that F _ a, c f F or F _ b, d
f F.
 4  X  4.  Y  4.So assume that F _ a, c g F. Since a F _ a ' a F _ c '
 4 X  4 Y  41 mod 2, there exists an edge e s u, ¨ with u g F _ a and ¨ g F _ c
w  4xwhich occurs in at least one perfect matching of G F _ a, c , that is, with
 4   4.  4 X Yu, ¨ g F and F _ a, c _ u, ¨ g F. Since F s F j F is a matching
 4  4partition of F and since a, b and c, d are edges of G, the subgraphs of
 4  4  4G induced on the vertex sets F, F _ a, b, c, d , F _ a, b , and F _ c, d
admit only perfect matchings which do not contain the edge e. Therefore,
we have
 4  4  4p F ? p F _ a, b , c, d y p F _ a, b ? p F _ c, d .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
X <  4  4g F [ K X i , j g K _ e . .i , j4
  4.  .But since p F _ b, c s 0, Eq. I implies also0
 4  4 Xp F _ a, c ? p F _ b , d g F . .  .0 0
w  4xHowever, since e does occur in some perfect matching of G F _ a, c , we
  4. X   .have p F _ a, c g F _ F recall that p I is a linear combination of0 0
monomials  X , where M runs over all perfect matchings of I,i, j4g M i, j4
.and that these monomials are linearly independent over K . Since
  4.   4.p F _ a, c and p F _ b, d are polynomials, this is possible only if0 0
  4.  4p F _ b, d s 0, that is, F _ b, d f F, as claimed.0
The following result establishes a first connection between matching
 .partitions and the structure of the Tutte group of M G .D
 . X Y3.3 PROPOSITION. Assume F g F and F s F j F is a matching parti-
tion of F. Then one has
X
y1
Y
y1  4T ? T ? T ? T g 1, « .F F F B M
X  .  .Proof. If aF s 2, then Definition 1.9 and Definition 3.1 immedi-
 X.  Y ..ately imply that the double pair B, F , F, F is a degenerate couple in
G , and the assertion follows from the definition of the Tutte group.M
Similarly, the result follows in the case aFY s 2. In the general case we
proceed by induction on aF. Assume aFX G 4 and aFY G 4. By Proposi-
 . X  4 Y  4tion 3.2 there exist a, b g F with a, b g F and c, d g F with c, d g F
 .  ..such that F , F , F, F is a degenerate couple in G , where F [0 1 2 M 0
 4  4  4F _ a, b, c, d , F [ F _ a, b and F [ F _ c, d . Thus we have1 2
y1 y1  4T ? T ? T ? T g 1, « . IIa .F F F F M1 2 0
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X X  4 Y Y Y  4 XTake F [ F _ a, b s F _ F and F [ F _ c, d s F _ F . Since F1 1 2 2 1
s FX j FY, F s FX j FY, and F s FX j FY are matching partitions of1 2 2 0 1 2
F , F , and F , respectively, the induction hypothesis yields1 2 0
X
y1
Y
y1  4T ? T ? T ? T g 1, « , IIb .F F F B M1 1
X
y1
Y
y1  4T ? T ? T ? T g 1, « , IIc .F F F B M2 2
X
y1
Y
y1  4T ? T ? T ? T g 1, « . IId .F F F B M0 1 2
 .  .  .Now the assertion follows by multiplying IIa , IIb , IIc and dividing by
 .IId .
In order to compute the structure of T w F x we first derive severalM
equivalent conditions for a free subset F to admit a matching partition.
 .  43.4 PROPOSITION. For F g F _ B the following statements are equi¨ a-
lent:
 . X Y X Y X Yi There exist F , F g F with F / B / F such that F s F j F is
a matching partition of F.
 . X Y X Y X Y X Yii There exist F , F g F with F / B / F , F l F s B, F s F j F
such that
X
y1
Y
y1  4T ? T ? T ? T g 1, « .F F F B M
 .iii One has
< X XX 4 :T g « j T F g F , aF - aF . 4F M F
 .  . .iv The polynomial Pf Y is not irreducible in the polyno-i, j4 i, jg F , i- j
w <  4 xmial ring R [ K X i, j g K ; that is, there exist polynomials Q , Q gi, j4 1 2
R _ K with
Pf Y s Q ? Q . . /i , j4 1 2i , jgF , i-j
 .  .  . Proof. i « ii is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.3 note that,
 .  .  .  .in view of the existence statements in i and ii , the conclusion i « ii
 ..is formally weaker than Proposition 3.3 .
 .  .ii « iii is trivial.
 .  .  .  .  .iii « iv . By Theorem 2.2 , Corollary 2.4 , and Proposition 1.11
we have a well-defined homomorphism w s w : T w F x ª FU given byp M0
w « [ y1, w T [ p F for F g F . .  .  .M F 0
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 .Thus iii implies
k
nip F s h ? p F .  .0 0 i
is1
 4for some h g 1, y1 , some k G 1, certain F g F with aF - aF, andi i
n g Z for 1 F i F k. This means thati
p F s Pf Y .  . /0 i , j4 i , jgF , i-j
is not irreducible in the unique factorization domain R.
 .  .iv « i Assume Q , Q g R _ K such that1 2
Pf Y s Q ? Q . . /i , j4 1 2i , jgF , i-j
 4Write F s i , . . . , i with i - ??? - i . Then one has1 2 k 1 2 k
Pf Y s a ? Y ? ??? ? Y , .  /i , j4 s i , i 4 i , i 4i , jgF , i-j s 1. s 2. s 2 ky1. s 2 k .
s
where s runs through a certain subset of permutations in S and2 k
 4a g 1, y1 for all these s . This implies that Q and Q are homoge-s 1 2
neous polynomials, say of degree m and k y m, respectively. Moreover,
Q and Q admit sum representations of the form1 2
Q s b ? Y ? ??? ? Y ,1 t i , i 4 i , i 4t 1. t 2. t 2 my1. t 2 m .
t
Q s b ? Y ? ??? ? Y ,2 p i , i 4 i , i 4p 1. p 2. p 2 ky2 my1. p 2 ky2 m .
p
 4  4 where b , b g K and t : 1, . . . , 2m ª 1, . . . , 2k and p : 1, . . . ,t p
 .4  42 k y m ª 1, . . . , 2k run through certain injections such that the sets
  .  .4   .  .4I [ t 1 , . . . , t 2m and I [ p 1 , . . . , p 2k y 2m are independent1 2
 4of these injections and constitute some partition of the set 1, . . . , 2k .
X  < 4 Y  < 4Thus, if we put F [ i j g I and F [ i j g I , then the partitionj 1 j 2
X YF s F j F is obviously a matching partition of F.
Remark. For the rest of this paper we shall not make any use of
 .  .condition ii in Proposition 3.4 , and actually, appealing to Proposition
 .  .  .3.2 , it is possible to verify i « iii directly, without referring to Proposi-
 .  .  .tion 3.3 . However, we inserted Proposition 3.3 and condition ii , since
they shed some light on the mechanisms behind the Tutte group and are,
anyway, a nice completion of our considerations.
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 .  43.5 DEFINITION. A feasible set F g F _ B is called primary, if it
 .  .does not satisfy the four equivalent conditions i up to iv in Proposition
 . 0.  .3.4 . Let F denote the system of primary feasible sets of M G .D
Remark. By definition the empty set is not primary, and a non-empty
subset F : V of vertices of G is primary, if and only if the induced
w x w xsubgraph G F is elementary, that is, if and only if G F admits a perfect
matching and its allowed edges form a connected subgraph. We would like
to point out that elementary graphs are well studied. Along with several
characterizations of elementary graphs for instance, a bipartite graph is
.elementary if and only if it is connected and admits only allowed edges ,
even a construction is known which produces all elementary graphs
 w x.cf. LP, Theorems 4.1.1 and 5.2.7 . For a survey and for more details see
w xLP, Sections 4, 5 . Note that, in particular, every F g F with aF s 2 is
primary.
Now we are able to fully determine the structure of the group T w F x forM
 .graphical D-matroids M s M G .D
 .  .  .3.6 THEOREM. Let G s V, K be a simple graph and let M s M GD
be its associated graphical D-matroid.
 .i One has
T w F x ( Zr2Z = Z = ZF 0. . .M
More precisely, the homomorphisms
c : Zr2Z ª T w F x ,0 M
c : Z ª T w F x ,1 M
c : Z ª T w F x for F g F 0.F M
defined by the rules
c 1 q 2Z [ « , .0 M
c m [ T m for m g Z, .1 B
c m [ T m for F g F 0. and m g Z .F F
fit together to an isomorphism
c : Zr2Z = Z = ZF 0. ª T w F x. . M
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 .  .ii The Tutte group T of M s M G satisfiesM D
T ( Zr2Z = ZF 0. . .M
 .  .Proof. In view of Remark i following Definition 1.10 it suffices to
 .  .  .prove claim i . By condition iii in Proposition 3.4 the homomorphism c
induced by c , c , and all the c for F g F 0. is surjective. To check0 1 F
injectivity, assume that
x s k q 2Z, m , m 0. g Zr2Z = Z = ZF 0. .  . .F FgF
satisfies
c x s « k ? T m ? T m F s 1. . M B F
0.FgF
  ..Then for w [ w cf. 1.11i we getp0
mk F1 s w (c x s y1 ? p F .  .  .  . 0
0.FgF
 .  . 0.because p B s 1. Trivially, all the polynomials p F for F g F are0 0
 .mutually distinct. Since by Proposition 3.4 they are irreducible, we obtain
m s 0 for all F g F 0. and thus « k ? T m s 1. This is possible only ifF M B
  ..m s 0 apply the mapping b from Definition 1.10 . Finally, k is even,
 .since we know already by Corollary 2.3 that « / 1. Altogether we inferM
x s 0 and, therefore, that c is injective.
Since each primary subset of vertices of G needs to be connected a
non-connected subgraph is either not matchable or admits trivially a
.  .matching partition , Theorem 3.6 immediately implies the following.
 .  .3.7 COROLLARY. Let G s V, K be a simple graph with connected
w x w xcomponents G V , . . . , G V . If the Tutte groups of the D-matroids M s1 r i
 w x.M G V fulfillD i
T ( Zr2Z = Zm i for i s 1, . . . , r , .Mi
 .then the Tutte group of M s M G satisfiesD
T ( Zr2Z = Zm with m s m q ??? qm . .M 1 r
w x  .In W4, Proposition 4.6 a generalization of Corollary 3.7 is proved
concerning the Tutte group of the ``direct sum'' of even D-matroids.
We close this paper discussing some particular examples of finite simple
graphs. Clearly, if G is the complete graph on V, then each even subset of
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w xV is primary, and if G has only connected components G V withi
aV s 2, then only its edges are the primary subsets of V. So we have thei
following.
 .  .3.8 COROLLARY. Let G s V, K be a simple graph. Then the Tutte
 .group of M s M G satisfiesD
T ( Zr2Z = Zm with aK F m F 2aVy1 , .M
and both bounds are sharp.
 . 0.3.9 LEMMA. Assume there exists some F g F with aF G 4. Then the
graph G contains some circuit of e¨en length.
 . 0.Proof. By assumption, one has a M F G 2 for some F g F , since0 0
 .any F g F with aF G 4 and a M F s 1 trivially admits a matching
 .  4partition. Choose M , M g M F with M / M , and let m , m denote1 2 0 1 2 0 1
5 some edge in M _ M . Now we construct a reentrant path m ,1 2 0
.m , . . . , m of even length 2 r G 4 as follows.1 2 r
Assume k G 1 is odd and the mutually distinct vertices m , m , . . . , m0 1 k
 4are already determined such that m , m g M _ M . Then let mky1 k 1 2 kq1
 4g V denote the unique vertex with m , m g M _ M . If m s m ,k kq1 2 1 kq1 0
 4  4then m , m / m , m guarantees k q 1 / 2, and we are done.0 1 k kq1
 4Otherwise let m g V denote the unique vertex with m , m gkq2 kq1 kq2
M _ M . In this case m , . . . , m are mutually distinct otherwise there1 2 0 kq2
would exist some i with 0 F i F k q 2 such that m is contained in at leasti
.three edges of M j M . Since F is finite, the procedure must terminate1 2 0
after some appropriate number of steps, and we obtain a reentrant path
 .m , m , . . . , m in G containing r edges of M _ M and r edges of0 1 2 r 1 2
M _ M .2 1
Now we are ready to show the following.
 .  .  .3.10 PROPOSITION. i Assume the simple graph G s V, K does not
contain any circuit of e¨en length. Then its Tutte groups fulfill
T w F x ( Zr2Z = Z = Z K , .M
T ( Zr2Z = Z K . .M
 .ii Assume G is a tree, that is, a connected graph without circuits. Then
one has
T w F x ( Zr2Z = ZV . .M
5Here ``reentrant'' means that m s m .2 r 0
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 .iii Assume G is a forest, i.e., the connected components of G are trees.
Then one has
T w F x ( Zr2Z = Z¨ycq1 , .M
where ¨ s aV and c equals the number of connected components of G.
 .  . 0.Proof. For i note that by Lemma 3.9 we have F s K. Therefore
 .  .the assertion follows immediately from Theorem 3.6 . Claim ii is a direct
 .  .consequence of i , since for any tree G s V, K one has aV s aK q 1.
 .  .  .  .Similarly, iii is immediate from i , or alternatively, from ii and 3.7 .
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